Clintegrity 360 | Electronic Document Management

Integrates Documents in a Single System

CHALLENGE:
How can my healthcare organization store documents and scanned images together in an efficient single system?

SOLUTION:
Clintegrity 360® | Electronic Document Management (EDM) integrates electronic and scanned paper documents within your health information environment. It captures, routes, stores and retrieves your health information documents and images with paperless efficiency.

Part of Nuance® Healthcare’s integrated Health Information Management suite, Clintegrity 360 | Electronic Document Management complements its components to provide value-added workflow enhancements. The result is a 100 percent computerized patient account and medical record that can be stored in digital format for access at desktop PC workstations throughout your institution and beyond.

THE BENEFITS YOU NEED

HIPAA-compliant
Clintegrity 360 | Electronic Document Management makes it easier to manage and track documents throughout your facility, including documentation of patient disclosures for enhanced HIPAA compliance. HIPAA-compliant Clintegrity 360 | Electronic Document Management facilitates the protection of patient health information by incorporating security

KEY BENEFITS
- Reduces document storage, retrieval and related administrative costs
- Provides quick, convenient and secure access to information
- Integrates documents in a single system
- Increases patient safety, customer satisfaction and staff productivity
tools that make it easier to manage and track document access across the enterprise. These tools fully support role-based access and audit-trail logging and reporting.

**Increased patient safety**
Clintegrity 360 | Electronic Document Management improves patient safety by preventing lost documentation and by ensuring that healthcare professionals have access to patient information where and when they need it.

**Enterprise-wide Solution**
As an enterprise-wide solution, Clintegrity 360 | Abstracting stores data from multiple facilities within the same database. A single access point facilitates advanced reporting and data analysis.

**Increased customer satisfaction**
Clintegrity 360 | Electronic Document Management improves customer satisfaction by delivering faster and easier access to information, as well as eliminating misfiled documents and duplicate charts.

**THE NUANCE HEALTHCARE DIFFERENCE**

**One platform, one HIM solution**
Thanks to Nuance Healthcare’s single platform, Clintegrity 360 | Electronic Document Management integrates its functionality and database with a wide array of modules, including Clintegrity 360 | Compliance, Clintegrity 360 | Coding and Clintegrity 360 | Correspondence Management. The modules are all scalable and flexible, meeting the needs of a small hospital or a large IDN.

**DESIGNED FOR TODAY’S DOCUMENTATION CHALLENGES**

**Enterprise-wide**
Clintegrity 360 | Electronic Document Management allows processes and information to be distributed across an IDN.

**Web-native**
Clintegrity 360 | Electronic Document Management is Web-native, offering anytime, anywhere access to documents from any department or facility, or even from home by remote users and providers.

**Scalable design**
Clintegrity 360 | Electronic Document Management is modular by design, and Web-enabled, allowing clients to implement document imaging in a single department or throughout a healthcare enterprise to include facilities, clinics or physicians’ offices.

**SMARTER FEATURES**
- Single, patient-centric database
- A true Web-native application
- Database-independent and flexible enterprise application capable of handling deployment from single hospital to multicorporate integrated delivery systems
- Utilizes COLD technology and scanned patient documents to replace existing paper records and outdated microfiche storage methods
- Facilitates online chart assembly, deficiency analysis, coding, retrieval and much more
- Combines the full spectrum of clinical information assets in one workstation so providers can view results, listen to dictated reports, route a chart for a colleague’s consultation or review clinical notes online
- Permanently decreases the backlog of unprocessed charts and chart requests

**ABOUT NUANCE HEALTHCARE**
Nuance Healthcare, a division of Nuance Communications, is the market leader in creating clinical understanding solutions that drive smart, efficient decisions across healthcare. As the largest clinical documentation provider in the U.S., Nuance provides solutions and services that improve the entire clinical documentation process—from capture of the complete patient record to clinical documentation improvement, coding, compliance and appropriate reimbursement. More than 450,000 physicians and 10,000 healthcare facilities worldwide leverage Nuance’s award-winning voice-enabled clinical documentation and analytics solutions to support the physician in any clinical workflow on any device.

To learn more about how Nuance Healthcare can help you improve financial performance, raise the quality of care, and increase clinician satisfaction, please call 800-447-7749 or visit www.nuance.com/healthcare.